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FARO
FARO (NASDAQ: FARO) develops and
markets computer-aided measurement
systems and software worldwide. The
portable coordinate measuring devices from FARO, together with their
industry-specific software solutions,
allow high-precision 3D measurements and 3D comparisons of parts
and complex systems directly within
assembly and production processes.
FARO measurement systems are used
anywhere where the most accurate
measurements are necessary. They
are used for inspecting components
and component assemblies, production planning and inventory documentation, as well as for the investigation
and reconstruction of accident sites
and crime scenes. They are also used
for digital scanning of historical sites.
30 years after its start in the market,
FARO has not only the best-selling
measurement arms in its product
range, but also the most successful laser measurement system in the
world – the Laser Tracker, and the Focus3D, a revolutionary 3D laser scanner for detailed measurement and
documentation with intuitive touch
screen control.
Today, approximately 10,000 customers worldwide with more than 20,000
installations have put their trust in
FARO measurement systems. They
can be found in the production and
quality assurance processes of leading companies such as ABB, Airbus,
Audi, Boeing, BMW, British Aerospace, Daimler, Ford, Goodyear Dunlop, Hewlett Packard, Honda, Johnson Controls, MAN, Miele, Porsche,
Siemens, SKF, and Volkswagen.
www.faro.com
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Why pictographs?
In the FARO News these icons will guide you through the different application fields of our 3D measurement
technology:

Inspection
Parts inspection and providing measurement reports are essential in today’s lean manufacturing environment.
They help reduce production waste and losses or down time due to nonconformance.

alignment
Precise alignments of any machine, fixture or part can make all the difference in the quality of the finished
product.

calibration
Calibration is required if initial setups of e.g. machine tools can’t stand the test of time and deviations appear.

Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineering allows us to create virtually anything we can touch. To record and reproduce real items, they
are digitized and displayed as fully surfaced CAD models using our 3D measurement technology.

as built Documentation
Our measurement devices are able to easily and quickly deliver documentation data of digitized buildings, process plants or objects.
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“On-machine inspection is where the FARO Gage
shines and it really helps us a lot.”

user story

Eric Wenger
the owner of Express Manufacturing
2010

Express Manufacturing Gains
Full ROI with the FARO Gage
Express Manufacturing did a trial program
called the FARO Technology Test Drive (program valid for the American markets) which
enabled them to evaluate the equipment in
the “real world” situation of their own shop
floor. With a minimal investment and no risk,
they were able to test the Gage and prove out
its ROI before purchase.

Express Manufacturing is a job shop that is
dedicated to quickly producing accurate parts
for their customers. Based in Acton, Ontario,
Express specializes in aluminum, mild steel, and
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even wood. With a goal of being an affordable
machine shop, they focus on jobs with smaller
quantity outputs which best affords them the
opportunity to do what they do best – work
quickly with accurate parts.
Problem
With a primary focus in the aerospace industry,
specifically landing gear, Express Manufacturing
often must inspect bearing surfaces and mating
surfaces with very tight tolerances. Solely using
micrometers and electronic height gauges on these
parts created issues of time and material waste
and, generally, some frustration.
Another issue that can also potentially hinder
achieving the desired high accuracy is the prob-

lem inherent with removing a part from a tooling
machine while in-process. Despite the best of
efforts, it is difficult, if not impossible, to set a
part back into a machine for re-tooling exactly as
it was before. In addition, simply removing the
part from a production machine for inspection
and verification is, in itself, both time consuming and expensive.
Solution
Inspecting parts directly on the machine producing them not only increases productivity, but also
quality. On-machine inspection allows the machine tool operator to quickly and easily inspect
parts directly on the floor while the part is being
machined – resulting in tighter tolerances with >>

– U s er S tory E xp ress M anufacturi ng–

– 4 good reasons –

1

Contact Measurement: Interchangeable probes mean the
FARO Gage can be used to measure
different geometries.

2

Ease of use: Universal hinges
make it easy for the operator to
move the Gage around all kinds of
objects, minimising fatigue.

3

Volume of 1.2m: Small parts and
moulds can be easily processed
in the Gage’s 1.2m (4ft) measuring
volume.

4

Portability: The Gage is a portable
device for jobs needed on different areas of the shop floor.

>> fewer errors and re-work. Express Manufacturing
was looking for a solution that would provide them
the advantage of true on-machine inspection. That
tool is the FARO GagePlus. The Gage is a highly accurate and easy-to-use measurement arm. It’s designed
to be used directly on the shop floor and is ideal for
on-machine inspection.
Eric Wenger, the owner of Express Manufacturing, said, “On-machine inspection is where the
FARO Gage shines and it really helps us a lot.” They
will still “double check” with the height gauge, but
they can be confident in the part before they take
it off the machine. This saves them a lot of time,
material, and that frustration.

www.faro.com/gage

Inspection

I project that FARO will save us about $25,000 to
$30,000 a year in a normal economy.”
Wenger also said one unexpected benefit of having the FARO Gage is, “It’s a great selling feature for
when people come to see the shop. Customers like
the fact that it’s in the shop and we always make it
visible when they come.”

www.expressmfg.com

Return on Investment
Express did a trial program called the FARO Technology Test Drive (program valid for the American markets) which enabled them to evaluate the equipment
in the “real world” situation of their own shop
floor. With a minimal investment and no risk,
they were able to test the Gage and prove out
its ROI before purchase. An added bonus for
Express is now having a CMM in their shop. They
have since reverse engineered parts and have been
able to verify the quality of parts they’ve been making for years. In fact, they verified their measurements using the FARO Gage with a very expensive
table CMM and found no discrepancy at all.
“The implementation was very easy. Especially with the Test Drive program and training,” said
Wenger. “We have better piece of mind now.”The
Gage has improved Express’ process measuring time
and the accuracy of parts before taking them off the
machine – again, saving a lot in material cost.
“The Gage turned a five week job into a three week
one,” said Wenger. “We have saved about $15,000
so far in the year we’ve had the Gage and this figure
would be much higher if not for the rough economy.
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user story

03/2009

The FARO Gage: an
educational tool
Students at Villeurbanne University learn

about mechanical engineering (design,
methodology, production, etc.) and in particular to parts control and metrology. They
use the FARO Gage for a reverse engineering project and prototyping.

Founded in 1967, the IUT B, a technical college with its campus situated in the heart of
Villeurbanne (France), is one of the vocational
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branches of the University Claude Bernard Lyon
1 (U.C.B.L.). It consists of four departments, all
of which are directly involved with the worlds of
research and industry. The teaching team from
the Mechanical and Production Engineering department ensures that it provides multidisciplinary and up-to-date course content, with almost
45% of work being of a practical nature. The
students leave with a "diplôme de technicien
supérieur (DUT)" (higher diploma in technology),
which is highly valued by employers. The diploma is based not only on pure science (mathematics, mechanics, thermal science, etc.), but also

on subjects specific to mechanical engineering
(design, methodology, production, etc.) and in
particular to parts control and metrology.
These days, control and metrology methods
are developing fast. In order to ensure that the
practical side of the course remains relevant,
the IUT’s Mechanical and Production Engineering department decided to buy a FARO Gage
measurement arm in 2004. This complements
their coordinate measuring machine (CMM) and
increases the time spent by each student on 3D
measurement methods in the course of their
studies. The parts measured remain very >>

– us er story I UT Villeur banne–

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO PowerGage, along with the
FARO Gage and Gage Plus, are the
industry’s first personal line of coordinate measuring machines.

1

Contact Measurement: Interchangeable probes mean the
FARO Gage can be used to measure
different geometries.

2

Ease of use: Universal hinges
make it easy for the operator to
move the Gage around all kinds of
objects, minimising fatigue.

3

Volume of 1.2m: Small parts and
moulds can be easily processed
in the Gage’s 1.2m (4ft) measuring
volume.

4

Portability: The Gage is a portable
device for jobs needed on different areas of the shop floor.

www.faro.com/gage

Reverse Engineering

>> simple and must cover all of the geometrical
ISO specifications within the DUT programme. The
aim is to train engineering students in the use of
3D metrology, which is now only possible through
awareness of three-dimensional coordinate measurement arms.
The choice of a polyarticulated FARO Gage was
a must for the IUT’s Mechanical and Production
Engineering faculty, based on observation of trends
seen on visits to various exhibitions and firms. After seeing the FARO Gage being demonstrated at
a road show, several reasons for its acquisition became clear. First of all, FARO measurement devices
are more flexible than classic coordinate measuring
machines and yet are just as precise. Moreover, a FARO Gage fitted in perfectly with the
department’s educational aims while offering an affordable price compared with classic
CMMs. Finally, the opportunity of having a portable
measuring method proved very tempting. The portability of the system and numerous attachment options enable quick and easy use at the measurement
site. In the course of their studies, the students in
the department work in small project groups, and
the FARO Gage has already proven advantageous for
the realisation of several projects. For example, one
group working on a reverse engineering project used
the FARO Gage to digitise certain characteristics of
an external car mirror. The aim was to model the object in CATIA so as to rework it. The changes made
consisted of introducing elements that would complement the initial function of the mirror but were integrated into its existing geometry. The Gage has also
proven very useful for production control and assisted
design projects. As part of Marathon Shell, a project
to promote technological innovation in the field of energy efficiency, the students created a prototype from
fabricated parts.
The procedure followed over several years enabled them to create full 3D CAD plans and models

of the hollow chassis in the first year. The chassis
was checked using a classic gantry measuring machine, but this process was unable to fulfil all of
their needs, as accessibility was limited to only 2
zones of the vehicle. The purchase of a FARO Gage
by the department the following year offered a technical solution to their measurement problems. By
purchasing the FARO Gage, the IUT’s Mechanical
and Production Engineering department is increasing the quality of training it offers its students.
They will already be familiar with these portable
measuring tools should they work in a quality control
and/or metrology department in the future.

www.univ-lyon1.fr
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"I feel that the ease of use of the equipment over the traditional
methods really leads to a worthwhile investment."

user story

Ian Brown
Quality Inspector, Brinksway Tool Limited
11/2009

Brinksway Tool use the FARO Gage Plus to inspect Aircraft tooling, jigs and fixtures.

Brinksway Tool save time and money using
FARO Gage for inspection of aircraft parts
The company is more flexible using the

portable CMM and was able to reduce
downtime due to on machine inspection.
Brinksway Tool have employed the Gage
Plus for 2 years to inspect Aircraft tooling,
jigs and fixtures for major manufacturing
companies around the world.

Brinksway Tool Limited (a company belonging to
the Hyde Group) have been supplying bespoke
tooling solutions to the aerospace, marine and
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automotive industries for over 25 years. Brinksway’s engineering experience has gained much
accreditation within the precision engineering
industry and now offer a full 'turnkey' service
utilizing the state of the art equipment they have
invested in.
Brinksway appreciate the fact that 5-axis
machining capacity is becoming an ever increasing element of precision engineering. Consequently, they have undertaken a major investment in a CORREA 50/50 5-axis machine tool.
The CORREA is supported by a suite of 3-axis
machines. The HURON 3-axis machine has the
capabilities to work in tandem with the Correa

50/50. These machine tools are all networked
together and linked via dedicated high-end workstations to seats of Delcam’s PowerSHAPE and
PowerMILL CAD/CAM software. Along with the
CORREA anayak and CORREA prisma Brinksway
offer full manufacturing capabilities.
All measurements are undertaken in strict accordance to our AS9100/ISO 9001 approval and
customer driven requirements or procedures can
be conformed to if necessary. All measurements
are formatted to the requirements of the customer e.g. printouts or/and electronic data while full
reporting is also available if requested i.e. with
graphical content, digital photos etc.
>>

– us er story Bri nksway TOOL–

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO PowerGage, along with the
FARO Gage and Gage Plus, are the
industry’s first personal line of coordinate measuring machines.

1

Contact Measurement: Interchangeable probes mean the
FARO Gage can be used to measure
different geometries.

2

Ease of use: Universal hinges
make it easy for the operator to
move the Gage around all kinds of
objects, minimising fatigue.

3

Volume of 1.2m: Small parts and
moulds can be easily processed
in the Gage’s 1.2m (4ft) measuring
volume.

4

Portability: The Gage is a portable
device for jobs needed on different areas of the shop floor.

www.faro.com/gage

summary
The company based in Manchester enjoys
the flexibility of using the portable CMM in
various departments and areas while reducing downtime due to on machine inspection. They have employed the FARO Gage
Plus for 2 years now to inspect Aircraft
tooling, jigs and fixtures for customers like
major manufacturing companies around
the world.

>>
The FARO Gage Plus is a high-precision,
portable 3D coordinate measurement system with a
working range of 1.2m and a measurement accuracy
of ±0.0002’’. A variety of attachment options enable rapid deployment directly at the workplace or in
a processing centre. Applications like assembly inspection, geometry checks, on-machine inspection
(OMI), part inspection, and surface inspection are
simplified using the FARO Gage Plus.
Before acquiring a FARO Gage the company was
using traditional 3D coordinate measuring machines
as well as hard measurement tools like vernier callipers and height gauges. Since they started to use
FARO’s portable measurement devices, they have
saved both cost and time – especially by reducing
downtime due to on machine inspection. They
also appreciate the speed and ease of use of
the FARO Gage in comparison the using a
traditional fixed CMM for which they had to
write programs. Now they use the portable devices,
alongside with their CMM together with the FARO
Gage software and Delcam PowerINSEPCT.
Quality Inspector Ian Brown is even considering
to purchase further portable equipment from FARO
like a FaroArm Quantum and a Laser Tracker ION.
“I feel that the ease of use of the equipment over
the traditional methods really leads to a worthwhile
investment.”

www.brinksway-tool.com

Inspection
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"FARO has helped us to get it right at the first
time – everytime."

user story

Simon Roberts
operation director di McLarenRacing
07/2009

Tentec use the FARO Gage for on-machine inspection.

Supplier to the energy industry now has
the right tool to get it right
Tentec is now using the portable FARO

Gage Plus to inspect their tightening equipment which they are supplying mainly to
the energy industry.

Tentec are an innovative designer of special purpose bolt tensioning equipment with a high level
of focus on quality. The company have accreditation to ISO 9001, BS-EN-ISO 14001:2004 and
BS OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health
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& Safety Assessment Series and supplies their
products to the petrochemical, offshore, power
generation, nuclear, wind turbine, steel, and
mining industry. Well-known companies like
Flowserve, Bluewater and Sulzer are among their
customers.
Tentec have started using the FARO Gage in
2005 in their quality control department as well
as directly in the machine shop. Before acquiring the FARO Gage – a portable personal coordinate measuring machine (CMM) – they were
using a tra- ditional fixed-bed CMM. By employ-

ing the FARO Gage the company has increased
their flexibility while achieving a very high level
of accuracy in quality control. In the meantime
the company employs three FARO Gage devices
and is planning to purchase another one.
Quality Manager Jon Gibbs explains that the
high accuracy, portability and also the ease of
use which the FARO Gage offers, are very important to them. “FARO has helped us to get it right
at the first time – everytime,” he continues.
The FARO Gage is the industry’s first personal Coordinate Measuring Machine >>

– us er story Tentec–

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO PowerGage, along with the
FARO Gage and Gage Plus, are the
industry’s first personal line of coordinate measuring machines.

1

Contact Measurement: Interchangeable probes mean the
FARO Gage can be used to measure
different geometries.

2

Ease of use: Universal hinges
make it easy for the operator to
move the Gage around all kinds of
objects, minimising fatigue.

3

Volume of 1.2m: Small parts and
moulds can be easily processed
in the Gage’s 1.2m (4ft) measuring
volume.

4

Portability: The Gage is a portable
device for jobs needed on different areas of the shop floor.

The FARO Gage Plus offers a very high accuracy while being portable.

>> (CMM). With it’s 1.2m working volume, it is the
‘mount-itto- where-you-make-it’, truly portable, costeffective, 3D, minimal training gage for machinists.
The FARO Gage replaces all conventional gaging devices with an expandable library of gaging tools. Users can save time and money by
replacing their conventional measuring tools
and relieving their fixed CMMs with the one tool that
can do it all.

About Tentec
Tentec are an innovative designer of bolt tensioning/
tightening equipment with a high level of focus on
quality. The company have accreditation to ISO 9001.
Tentec’s bolt tensioning products are designed to suit
diverse applications in varied working environments
throughout the industrialized world. They incorporate
many unique features into their products to ensure
that they are simple, reliable and safe. The company
use high levels of technology to produce quality
products. The Tentec design office use Solidworks to
design bolt tensioning solutions and have the ability
to offer 3D finite element stress analysis to optimise
tensioner design.

www.tentec.net

www.faro.com/gage

summary
Tentec – a manufacturer of bolt tensioning/
tightening equipment with a high level of
focus on quality – now use the FARO Gage
Plus to ensure that they their parts are
meeting the specification requirement.

Inspection
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"The FARO Gage allows us to measure parts
in seconds that were extremely time consuming
using previous inspection methods."

user story

Stan Mills
Development Engineer, Elder Engineering

06/2009

The FARO Gage hardware and software are easy to use.

FARO Gage Plus helps Elder Engineering
to conform with required standards
Leading supplier of engineering plastics,

tapes, films and rubber uses FARO Gage
Plus to achieve the standards required for
their AS9100 accreditation.

Elder Engineering focuses on a few key industries like Mechanical handling, Aerospace and
General engineering. They mainly use the FARO
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Gage Plus to inspect parts manufactured on their
CNC and manual machining equipment. Before
acquiring the FARO Gage they were using hard
measurement tools like callipers, height gauges,
patterns and templates.
The FARO Gage Plus is a high-precision,
portable 3D coordinate measurement systems
with a working range of 1.2m and a measurement
accuracy of ±0.0002’’. A variety of attachment
options enable rapid deployment directly at the

workplace or in a processing centre. Applications
like assembly inspection, geometry checks, onmachine inspection (OMI), part inspection, and
surface inspection are a piece of cake using the
FARO Gage Plus.
Stan Mills, Development Engineer at Elder
Engineering, explains that the FARO Gage Plus
enables them to measure features that they
previously could not inspect easily with their
conventional measuring equipment. Their >>

– us er story Elde r EN gineering–

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO PowerGage, along with the
FARO Gage and Gage Plus, are the
industry’s first personal line of coordinate measuring machines.

1

Contact Measurement: Interchangeable probes mean the
FARO Gage can be used to measure
different geometries.

2

Ease of use: Universal hinges
make it easy for the operator to
move the Gage around all kinds of
objects, minimising fatigue.

3

Volume of 1.2m: Small parts and
moulds can be easily processed
in the Gage’s 1.2m (4ft) measuring
volume.

Elder has certification to BS EN ISO 9001:2000 and in addition, many individual company approvals
have been attained.

4

Portability: The Gage is a portable
device for jobs needed on different areas of the shop floor.

>> new portable CMM has increased their level of
sophistication of dimension and results analysis significantly.
“The Gage has speeded up the way we measure.
It’s more accurate, and also allows us to measure
parts in seconds that were extremely time consuming using previous inspection methods.
Customers often send us complex parts in order to have them produced. These can now be
measured much quicker and more accurately than
ever using the FARO Gage.”

About Elder Engineering
Elder Engineering (Herts) Ltd was formed in 1980
as a privately owned company to supply engineering
plastic materials in semi finished stock shapes. The
range quickly developed to include Industrial and High
Performance advanced plastics enabling Elder's customers to purchase today's complete range of materials from one source. Today, Elder is a leading supplier
of plastics, tapes and rubber and are extremely proud
of their official partnerships with Quadrant Engineering Plastic Products, Saint-Gobain Performance
Plastics, Saint Gobain Performance Tapes Tygaflor Ltd.
These relationships will continue to ensure that Elder
remains at the leading edge for supplying new and
established products.

www.elderengineering.co.uk

www.faro.com/gage

summary
Elder Engineering, a leading supplier of
engineering plastics, can now measure
complex parts sent in by customers in
order to have them produced much quicker
and more accurately using the portable
FARO Gage Plus.

Inspection
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"Anyone considering giving shop floor
personnel access to CMM measuring capability
should seriously consider FARO."

user story

08/2009

Nick Kidd
Quality Manager, Mantec

Mantec are using the FARO Gage Plus within their machining facilities to inspect intricate components.

Mantec inspect brake hubs for rail
industry on the shop floor
The precision engineering company

Mantec now provide their machine operators with CMM measuring capability on the
shop floor using the FARO Gage Plus to
measure railway components.
Mantec Engineering Ltd are firmly established in
the market of CNC machining and enjoy an enviable reputation as a supplier of precision components to a broad customer base across both
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the UK and Europe. The company has the ability to make components in ‘one hit’ rather than
be passed from one machine to another to be
completed. Mantec’s advanced Path Trace Edge
Cam 3D programming system enables them to
machine complex parts from solid billets on their
multi-axis mill/turn centre’s.
Mantec pride themselves on having a broad
spectrum of blue chip customers spread over a
wide range of industries including aerospace,
sub sea oil and gas, rail, earth moving equipment, pharmaceuticals, nuclear and defense.

Since starting to work with the FARO Gage
Plus in November 2008 the company could not
only speed up the measurement significantly but
also eliminate human errors associated with hand
tools. They now also have the ability to create
inspection reports in less time because they no
longer have to put in the dimensions manually.
The FARO Gage Plus is a high-precision, portable 3D coordinate measurement system with a
working range of 1.2m and a measurement accuracy of ±0.0002’’. A variety of attachment options enable rapid deployment directly at >>

– us er story M antec–

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO PowerGage, along with the
FARO Gage and Gage Plus, are the
industry’s first personal line of coordinate measuring machines.

1

Contact Measurement: Interchangeable probes mean the
FARO Gage can be used to measure
different geometries.

2

Ease of use: Universal hinges
make it easy for the operator to
move the Gage around all kinds of
objects, minimising fatigue.

3

Volume of 1.2m: Small parts and
moulds can be easily processed
in the Gage’s 1.2m (4ft) measuring
volume.

4

Portability: The Gage is a portable
device for jobs needed on different areas of the shop floor.

www.faro.com/gage

Mantec use the FARO Gage to inspect brake hubs for the railway industry on the shop floor.

>> the workplace or in a processing centre. Applications like assembly inspection, geometry checks,
on-machine inspection (OMI), part inspection, and
surface inspection are simplified using the FARO
Gage Plus. Mantec are using both the FARO Gage
software as well as the 3rd party software Aberlink
upgrade as this gives them a much more visual representation of the component whilst in inspection.
Quality Manager Nick Kidd explains that the
main advantages of this personal CMM are its accuracy, portability, ease of use and the attractive cost/price ratio. That’s why he is of the
opinion that “anyone considering giving shop
floor personnel access to CMM measuring capability should seriously consider FARO.” He also
emphasises that the support team is very knowledgeable and always willing to help.

About Mantec
Mantec Engineering Ltd has worked over the past 26
years to build and develop close relationships with
its customers. This has been achieved by hard work
and determination to provide a friendly and professional service right through from the initial enquiry
to the delivery of finished parts. Mantec have a well
established, highly skilled workforce who have grown
and developed to encapsulate the latest in machining
technology capable of producing exacting components to meet the standards required by their ever
demanding customers. Having heavily invested in the
very latest multi-axis mill/ turn and machining centre
technology it has given them the ability to make
components in ‘one hit’ rather than be passed from
one machine to another to be completed. Drawings or
programs can be emailed to Mantec in various formats
such as .dwg .pdf .dxf. Programming is done off line
and then electronically sent to the CNC machines ensuring that machines are kept running efficiently. With
the quality approvals, resources, Edgecam programming and inspection facilities, Mantec has one of the
best machining facilities in the North of England and
are making continual investments in machine tools to
ensure that they are always at the forefront of the very
latest in advanced CNC technology.

summary
Mantec specialise in the machining of both
turned and milled components on their 8
and 9 axis turning centre’s and twin pallet
machining centre’s with 4 axis capabilities.

www.mantec.org.uk

Inspection
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user story

“FARO Gage shows us the outcome of our processes, it helps us
prove to our customers that the components we made for them
correspond to the drawings. Thanks to FARO, we can deliver the
accuracy they demand.”
05/2009

Managing Director Andrew Pailor

FARO Gage Plus improves
traceability for high-precision
engineering company
Train parts must endure a lot of wear and

tear. To ensure that their products are fit for
heavy duty, British precision engineers J.J.
Hardy & Sons use FARO’s measurement
devices for quality control.
From Hartlepool in Northern England, J.J. Hardy
& Sons supply precision-machined components
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to the rail, heavy equipment and automotive
industries. Making those tight-tolerance parts
involves frequent in spection for conformance
to design drawings. Checks range from basic diameter control through on-machine verification
to full geometric dimensioning and tolerancing
(GD&T) reviews.
The company has been using a Silver series FaroArm in production and quality inspection since 1998. As a satisfied customer, J.J.

Hardy chose FARO again in spring 2008 when
they needed another portable measuring device
to take on new projects. This time, they opted
for the compact Gage Plus. Besides its high accuracy, J.J. Hardy & Sons particularly value the
device’s tracing of components and reporting
features, which enable the company to demonstrate to its customers that its production processes are both reliable and reproducible. Managing Director Andrew Pailor says he also >>

– us er story J. J . Hardy–

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO PowerGage, along with the
FARO Gage, are the industry’s first
personal line of coordinate measuring
machines.

1

Contact Measurement: Interchangeable probes mean the
FARO Gage can be used to measure
different geometries.

2

Ease of use: Universal hinges
make it easy for the operator to
move the Gage around all kinds of
objects, minimising fatigue.

3

Volume of 1.2m: Small parts and
moulds can be easily processed
in the Gage’s 1.2m (4ft) measuring
volume.

4

Portability: The Gage is a portable
device for jobs needed on different areas of the shop floor.

Using FARO software CAM2 Measure comparison of the actual staircase with the CAD data is easy.

>> appreciates that he can export the data captured with his personal coordinate measruring
machine (CMM) Gage Plus into a spreadsheet
for further analysis and trend recognition.
“FARO Gage shows us the outcome of our
processes,” says Andrew Pailor. “It helps us prove
to our customers that the components we made for
them correspond to the drawings. Thanks to FARO,
we can deliver the accuracy they demand.”

About J.J. Hardy & Sons
Over 150 years of engineering excellence, established in 1856, J.J. Hardy & Sons enjoys a longevity
and reputation few other companies can claim to
have. The company started manufacturing as brass
founders and general engineers, and has evolved into
one of the best equipped CNC machine shops in the
United Kingdom, utilising the latest technology and
techniques to keep their services at the forefront of
engineering. Quality and customer satisfaction are
always their priorities, and they have been ISO 9000
approved since 1990.

www.jjhardy.co.uk

www.faro.com/gage

summary
J.J. Hardy produce general CNC precision machined components and therefore
have to inspect tight tolerance machined
components to drawings. They are now able
to carry out inspection – including basic
diameter checks to full GD&T features
– with the FARO Gage Plus. to ensure
conformance

Inspection
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“We’ve seen approximately 60% savings in
our inspection times on large diameter parts.“

user story

Joe Gonzales, Vice President of Quality Assurance and
Engineering, Sun Country
04/2009

The FARO Gage provides Sun Country the ease-of use and consistency they want with the accuracy they demand.

Sun Country reduces inspection time
by 60% with the FARO Gage
Aerospace supplier Sun Country In-

dustries needed a solution that provided
them flexibility and ease-ofoperation. They
needed to be able to measure consistently
for in-process and first article inspection.
Sun Country Industries is an aerospace contract
manufacturing company specializing in close tolerance machining and precision assembly of jet
engine and airframe components, assemblies,
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and kits. Based in Albuquerque (USA), they are
the largest aerospace contract manufacturer
in New Mexico. A division of McNally Industries,
Sun Country’s customers include GE Aviation,
Rolls-Royce, General Dynamics, Rockwell Collins, Goodrich, and many others.
Sun Country manufactures finished components and assemblies for spacecraft, aviation
controls, jet engines, and medical and scientific markets. They are fully equipped to design
and manufacture tooling in-house, manufacture
products, monitor processes, and complete me-

chanical assembly and integration to customer
specifications. From concept to finished product,
Sun Country works closely with their customers
to produce quality components and assemblies
that meet the highest demands of the global
aerospace and defence industries.
Being in the aerospace industry, most of
Sun County’s inspection tolerances are extremely tight. Currently, their main focus is quickly
and accurately measuring diameters of 24- to
40-inches. Sun Country used a variety of traditional hand tools to measure and inspect >>

– U s er S tory S un C ountry –

– 4 good reasons –

The FARO Gage Plus, along with the
FARO Gage, are the industry’s first
personal line of coordinate measuring
machines.

1

Contact Measurement: Interchangeable probes mean the
FARO Gage can be used to measure
different geometries.

2

Ease of use: Universal hinges
make it easy for the operator to
move the Gage around all kinds of
objects, minimising fatigue.

3

Volume of 1.2m: Small parts and
moulds can be easily processed
in the Gage’s 1.2m (4ft) measuring
volume.

4

Portability: The Gage is a portable
device for jobs needed on different areas of the shop floor.

www.faro.com/gage

>> their precision machined jet engine and control parts on the manufacturing floor. As is often the
case however, individual operator skills limited the
consistency of results. What results one operator
‘measured’ was not always the same as what another
would get on the same part. The off-the-floor option
of a fixed CMM gave them the needed accuracy and
consistency, but at the price of time and convenience. Not really a great option at all.
Sun Country needed a solution that provided
them flexibility and ease-of-operation. They needed
to be able to measure consistently for in-process
and first article inspection and at the point of final
inspection.
The FARO Gage provides Sun Country the easeof use and consistency they want with the accuracy
they demand. The FARO Gage is a portable CMM
that is not confined to an isolated inspection room.
Its portability allows it to be taken right to the machine producing the part. Inspections can be taken
while in-process and improvements can be made
right there – without stopping production by taking
a part off the floor.
The mobility and quick set up of the Gage has
reduced inspection times and since the Gage automatically records measurements, the variability of
hand tools has been replaced with the consistent
measurements of the Gage.
“Our biggest challenge, obviously, has been the
old cliché ‘time is money’ and having a quick turnaround in inspection techniques and methods,” said
Joe Gonzales, Sun Country’s Vice President of Quality Assurance and Engineering. “FARO has delivered
on all three – improved techniques, methods, and
time savings.”
Sun Country is constantly expanding and improving their technologies and capabilities with
investments in new equipment and processes
and everyone was on board to use FARO’s
technology to make them more efficient. All
facets of the manufacturing and quality departments have positively accepted the FARO Gage
and the benefits it provides.
“On our most complex and larger parts, what
took us two hours now takes 30 minutes with the
Gage,” said Gonzales. “We’ve seen approximately
60% savings in our inspection times on large diameter parts.” Sun Country utilises Six-Sigma techniques to drive down costs and improve productivity.
They consistently offer their customers cost savings
and on-time deliveries along with impeccable aerospace quality. The FARO Gage is another important
tool that Sun Country uses to reassure their products
are meeting customer specifications – quickly and at
a lower cost.

Measurements are simple and quick using the FARO Gage

About Sun Country
Sun Country Industries is an aerospace contract
manufacturing company specializing in close tolerance machining and precision assembly of jet engine
and airframe components, assemblies and kits.
Sun Country Industries has been satisfying customers since 1950 in Albuquerque, USA. Sun Country
Industries is ISO 9001:2000 and AS9100 quality
system certified by the Performance Review Institute
for Aerospace and Aircraft Engine Parts, Basic Metals
and Fabricated Metal Products. Their diverse capabilities include 5-axis milling, turning to 72" diameter,
wire and sinker EDM, with numerous CNC machining
centers in service. SCI utilizes Six-Sigma and lean
manufacturing techniques to drive down costs and
improve productivity, and has consistently offered
their customers cost savings and on-time deliveries
along with impeccable aerospace quality.

www.suncountryindustries.com

Inspection
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FARO in europe
headquarters europe
germany
FARO EUROPE GmbH & Co. KG
Lingwiesenstr. 11/2
70825 Korntal-Münchingen
T: +49 7150 97 97 0
F: +49 7150 97 97 44
info@faroeurope.com, www.faro.com/germany
Benelux
FARO BENELUX B.V.
Flight Forum 3502
5657 NL-DW Eindhoven
T: +31 4023 42 31 0
F: +31 4023 40 40 3
benelux@faroeurope.com, www.faro.com/benelux
france
FARO FRANCE
Paris Nord 2 - 9, rue des trois soeurs
BP 65110 Villepinte
95975 Roissy CDG Cedex
T: +33 14 86 38 90 0
F: +33 14 86 38 90 9
france@faroeurope.com, www.faro.com/france
italy
CAM2 S.r.l.
Corso Allamano Canonico, 34/a
10095 Grugliasco (TO)
T: +39 011 95 88 55 8
F: +39 011 95 88 59 0
italy@faroeurope.com, www.cam2.it
poland
FARO Technologies Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Grabiszyńska 241a
53234 Wrocław
T: +48 71 33 93 27 6/8
F: +48 71 339 32 70
poland@faroeurope.com, www.faro.com/poland
spain
FARO SPAIN S.L.
Gran Vía de les Corts Catalanes, 133 Ático C
08014 Barcelona
T: +34 93 43 11 26 8
F: +34 93 42 22 57 9
spain@faroeurope.com, www.faro.com/spain
switzerland
FARO SWISS Holding GmbH
Wiesengasse 20
8222 Beringen, Schaffhausen
T: +41 52 687 19 22
F: +41 52 687 19 99
info@faroeurope.com, www.faro.com/swiss
uk
Faro Technologies UK Ltd
9-10 The Cobalt Centre
Siskin Parkway East
Middlemarch Business Park
Coventry, CV3 4PE
T: +44 2476 21 76 90
F: +44 2476 30 55 72
uk@faroeurope.com, www.faro.com/uk
turkey
FARO Turkey Ölçü Sistemleri Ltd. Şti
Akatlar Mah. Çiğdem Sokak 5. Gazeteciler
Sitesi No: 6, 34330 Beşiktaş, İstanbul
T: +90 212 290 60 20 - 21
F: +90 212 290 60 22
turkey@faroeurope.com, www.faro.com/turkey
all other EMEA countries
FARO Distribution
T: +49 7150 97 97 0
F: +49 7150 97 97 44
distribution@faroeurope.com
www.faro.com/distribution

Things to know &
important links
FAIRS & ROADSHOWS
Find out about upcoming
events to meet the FARO team.
www.faro.com/uk/events
FARO MEASUREMENT
SYSTEMS
Our 3D measurement systems
make measuring complex
objects easy. Find out more
about our products.
www.faro.com/products
GET A FREE DEMO!
We measure your parts on-site
and show you how measuring
tasks can be solved with portable 3D systems.
www.faro.com/demo
ONLINE-SUPPORT CENTER
Find the answer to your
questions in our Online Support
Center.
www.faro.com/support

IMPROVE YOUR HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE KNOWLEDGE FOR
FREE!
Find out which webinar is
coming up.
www.faro.com/webinar
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Do you want to learn more
about quality control, measurement methods and software systems? Then improve your knowledge by visiting our website.

subscribe to the monthly
e-newsletter
to receive interesting news and
tips & tricks on how to measure
more efficiently.
www.faronews.com
Social Media Links

www.faro-Europe.com/Q-A
FREE WHITE PAPERS
Improve your knowledge about
3D measurement.
www.faro.com/whitepaper
ROI CALCULATOR
Save time and money by using
FARO measurement equipment.
Our ROI calculator shows you
how much you can save.

www
.faro-europe.com/
ROI

FREECALL 00800 3276 7253

www.facebook.com/
FAROeu
www.youtube.com/
farogb
www.linkedin.com/company/faro-europe-gmbh&-co-kg
www.twitter.com/faroeurope
www.xing.com/companies/faroeuropegmbh
www.blog.faro-europe.
com

